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Another report… another feature on passwords. Some might see this as monotonous, but 
unfortunately we cannot highlight enough the major issues that we, at CyberGuard, see over 
and over again with regards to cyber related incidents. 
 
Two things that caught our eye this month… 
 

 Bill Burr, the security expert who created the original guidelines for creating a secure 
password, now believes that he got it wrong…  

 
http://www.silicon.co.uk/security/authentification/password-expert-regrets-advice-
219579?inf_by=5991f7dc681db8c5558b47dc 

 
Users have to create complex passwords and changing these passwords every 60 to 
90 days usually means that users create more simplified passwords or reuse 
passwords (see second point) in order to help them remember the growing number of 
passwords they have to use in their daily online life. 
 
CyberGuard has offered some additional password advice here:  
https://www.ogl.co.uk/6634204312890625-passwords-cracked-in-25-days  
 
Based on a document produced by the National Cyber Security Centre, use a 
password manager to help obtain a secure password and implement two factor 
authentication on critical or remote/cloud based systems. 
 

 CyberGuard’s team of ethical hackers have been successfully using compromised 
password lists from well-known leaks such as LinkedIn, Yahoo etc. to target customers 
as part of an external penetration test. As mentioned above people reuse passwords 
across multiple sites so if you use the same password to login to LinkedIn as you do 
to login to your network then these passwords need changing immediately as they are 
openly available on the internet, meaning that your business is at risk. 

 
Never use the same password for the business network that you use for internet sites. 
If you allow remote access or use cloud services then deploy two factor authentication.   
We’ve become aware of both new and old delivery methods, one of which caught our 
attention.  Users are bombarded with spam from the same domain. The email has an 
unsubscribe option at the bottom of the email and when users become frustrated with 
the spam, they click on the unsubscribe link which takes the user to a malicious site.  

 
What should we be advising users to do?  
 
Do not open the email, most emails have tools embedded in them that report the opening of 
emails. Do not reply or unsubscribe, this not only allows cyber criminals to direct you to 
malicious sites but also tells them that the email address is valid. Delete the email and block 
the domain using Outlook. 
 
Report any suspicious emails to your IT Administrator or Managed Services Provider 
especially if you have accidently or unintentionally clicked on the link or downloaded the 
attachment. 
 
Next month’s feature: GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation). 
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